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An equidistant spacing of two dimensional data points 
is a requirement of most automated analysis routines. In 
this thesis, a method of generating such equispaced data 
from randomly spaced data is developed and implemented by 
a set of computer routines. The method represents the 
study area as a two dimensional spatial array, in which 
each array cell represents the data value of a subarea of 
the study area. A routine sorts and places the data in the 
array. Missing values in the array are interpolated from 
nearest neighbors. Filtering is used to smooth errors and 
a contouring routine is used to generate contour maps of 
the data. The results of applying the routine to actual 
field data are presented. To determine the accuracy of 
the routines an error analysis is performed. This is 
accomplished by assuming an analytical form for the data, 
sampling the assumed data randomly and comparing the results 
, · 
of the interpolation routine to the actual data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
With recent advances in automated data gathering using 
remote sensing techniques, the need for efficient methods 
of evaluating multidimensional data has increased greatly. 
This need has arisen from several areas. An advanced area is 
the processing of geophysical data. The delineation of ground 
features and patterns from aerial imagery is a second area in 
which multidimensional data analysis is extensively used. 
A recurring problem in the processing of aerial imagery 
is the need to estimate the surface of a feature from a set 
of field samples. The field samples are usually three dimen-
sional (x-coordinate, y-coordinate and sample value) and are 
limited in number by the economics of sampling. The small 
number of samples necessitates the use of interpolation to 
estimate the surface value for those regions for which 
samples do not exist. This is the problem considered in 
this study. An algorithm is developed to carry out the neces -
sary interpolation. When the algorithm is applied to a set 
of samples, it results in the automated generation of a sur-
face and contour maps. 
To illustrate an application, the algorithm was applied 
to soil data taken from the new Lead Belt of Missouri. In 
this application, the soil around the AMAX smelter was sampled 
and analyzed for concentrations of lead, copper, zinc, and 
elemental sulfur. The soil concentration samples are used 
2 
to estimate the concentration surfaces. The end result, 
which is not presented in this study, is to use the concen-
tration surfaces to correlate with aerial photography to 
determine possible stress on the surrounding forests from 
the new industrial developments. 
An error analysis of the algorithm is performed to 
determine the accuracy. Due to theoretical difficulties, 
a simulated error analysis is performed by estimating a 
known surface using a finite number of samples. Two dif-
ferent surface forms are used in the analysis. The least 
error achievable for the method of estimation is calculated 
and is used as a reference for errors introduced by the 
algorithm. 
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I I. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Much of the recent work in the area of two-dimensional 
surface estimation using randomly spaced samples has been 
applied to the field of geophysics. As an example, geo-
physicists use surface estimation to process gravity and 
magnetic data for ore body exploration [1]*. The processing 
involves using the field data as the input to a routine 
which uses a surface approximation to transform this data 
into equispaced data for further data analysis. Surface 
estimation is accomplished by a least squares fit to a set 
of two dimensional orthogonal functions [2]. The orthogonal 
functions are generated from a set of linearly independent 
functions by means of Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization [3]. 
Most gravity and magnetic data is uniformly distributed 
and has few samples per unit area. This low density of 
samples, coupled with a procedure of dividing the total 
study area into smaller subareas, allows the use of a small 
number of orthogonal functions for surface estimation [4]. 
Also, special techniques are utilized to insure continuity 
of the surface across the subarea boundaries [5]. 
* All numbers shown in brackets refer to corresponding 
numbers in the l is.t of references. 
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This procedure is being used effectively in the process-
ing of gravity and magnetic data; however, if the input data 
are densely spaced and confined to a small area, a large 
number of orthogonal functions must be used for the surface 
expansion [6]. This necessitates lengthy computer run times, 
which soon become uneconomical. Instead, a method reported 
by Crain and Bhattacharyya [7] was chosen as the estimation 
technique for this study. While Crain and Bhattacharyya 
dismissed their method for geophysical data, it appears to 
be suitable for estimation of a surface with no high gra-
dients and relatively few maxima and minima. 
In this study, the surface to be estimated is known 
to contain one main peak and several lesser ones. Also, 
known samples are densely spaced over the center portion 
of the study area. For these reasons, the method reported 
by Crain and Bhattacharyya was applied. 
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III. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
The technique for surface estimation used in this study 
assumes no a priori form for the estimated surface. The 
surface is estimated by a finite array of array cells. The 
total array, hereafter referred to as the data array, cor-
responds to the study area, and the individual array cells 
represent subareas. Thus, each array cell specifies a 
spatial location of known area. 
Each array cell can be thought of as a three component 
vector. Two components specify the spatial location of 
that array cell and the third component is a number which 
specifies a characteristic of that spatial location. 
Initially, many of these numbers are known and represent 
surface samples. For those array cells for which there are 
no samples, interpolation from array cells containing samples 
yield interpolated sample values. Interpolating values for 
all array cells which do not initially contain samples 
yields an interpolated surface. A filtering algorithm then 
is applied to the interpolated surface, which filters both 
sampling errors and inaccuracies induced by the interpolation 
algorithm. The above procedures were programmed on an IBM 
360/50 computer. The interpolation algorithm has a core 
requirement of 215 K for a 64x64 data array, which contains 
4096 elements. The 215 K core requirement is needed only 
for the filtering routines as the rest of the program will 
6 
execute in 150 K of core. The final step of the process, 
the generation of contour maps, was performed on a Data 
General Nova Minicomputer having a Tektronix Graphics 
terminal. The final filtered data is outputted from the 
360/50 onto paper tape and this paper tape is used as input 
to the Nova for contour generation. 
The size of the data array controls the lower bound 
on accuracy. Therefore, ideally one desires a very large 
array size. As the array size tends to infinity, the area 
of each array element approaches zero and the array 
approaches a continuous interpolated surface. 
The interpolated surface is represented by an array 
of uniform quadrilaterals over which the surface is assumed 
to have constant value. Generally the quadrilaterals will 
be either rectangles or squares. In this study, since the 
data array size was chosen to be 64x64, the quadrilaterals 
are squares. The data array represents a spatial matrix 
covering the study area, hereafter referred to as the A .. lJ 
matrix. The first subscript, i, indexes the rows of the 
matrix, corresponding to the N - S position. In other 
words, one proceeds South with increasing i. The second 
subscript, j, indexes the columns of A .. , which represents lJ 
the w - E position with increasing j denoting movement to 
the East. This matrix is shown in Figure la. The array 
size was chosen based on the constraints of the computing 
system used. The accuracy of this method is discussed in 
j 
i 










(b) Sorting Array 
Figure 1. Arrays Used in Interpolation Routine 
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the next section. Storage requirements for the data, and 
the required run time of the program, increase linearly with 
the number of cells in the array. 
The sample values are inputted to the interpolation 
routine as a set of ordered triplets; x-coordinate (W - E 
position), y-coordinate (N - S position) and the sample 
value. A sorting routine is applied to the coordinates to 
determine which cell in the array the sample value is to be 
placed. If more than one sample occurs within the same 
array cell, the sample values are averaged and this average 
is used as the array cell value. If no sample occurs within 
an array cell, a flag is set in that cell. The computer 
routine, GRID, which implements this procedure is listed 
in Appendix A. 
The interpolation routine is based on the heuristic 
idea that samples close to the missing data point should 
be a better approximation to the data point than samples 
that are farther away. Missing data points are approximated 
by a weighted average of the eight nearest neighbors. The 
weighting is inversely proportional to the distance from 
the missing data point to the cell containing an actual 
sample value. The weighting is normalized so as not to bias 
the average. To facilitate the bookkeeping in the computer, 
a second array was generated. This array is called the 
sorting array and is illustrated in Figure lb. This array, 
Bk~ is a set of ordered triplets, one ordered triplet for 
each array cell which contains sampled data. The matrix 
th 
element, B1 £ , ~ain_§_ _ _:t~=._-~_::~x-_ __ ~!.ue for the £ array 
cell containing sampled data. B2 £ contains the i value, 
--... _______ ...... --.. ---~--th_ ... --···· -·--
wl1_~_J..e_. .. ~_t"-- C9D.t...~J!:l,~ .--.!:.~:._ j value of the £ array cell . 
..... -.·- --·~ ·~·- . 
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The interpolation routine searches the data array for 
flagged elements, denoting missing samples. When a flag 
is encountered in cell AIJ' Bk£ is searched for the eight 
nearest neighbors. This is accomplished by computing 
2 2 
= (B2 £ - I) + (B 3 £ - J) ( 3. 1) 
and choosing the eight D£ which are minimum. Denoting 
these eight by primes for both D£ and Bk£ ' the interpolated 
value is 
8 
I: ( 3 . 2) 
h=l 
where K is a normalizing constant defined by 
8 
1/K = 1/-v;;:. ( 3. 3) 
h=l 
Appendix B lists the computer routine, PLUG, which imple-
ments the above procedure. 
These are two readily seen characteristics of this 
interpolation routine. The first is that the interpolated 
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data value is always between the minimum of the eight near-
est neighbors and the maximum of the eight. This guarantees 
that the interpolated values do not diverge from the range 
of the sample values. In addition, the interpolation 
routine has a smoothing effect, which is inherent in any 
averaging process. In Figure 2, the result of applying 
the interpolation routine to a set of actual field data is 
shown. 
Given ideal sampling, that is, each sample is assumed 
exact, the preceeding procedure would be sufficient for 
most applications. This is verified in Section V by an 
analysis of the error of the interpolated surface. However, 
most field sampling programs have various errors associated 
with them. These stem from inexact sample collection pro-
cedures, analysis errors and errors induced by inaccuracies 
in locating the sampling site. These errors result in sharp 
peaks and discontinuities in the interpolated surface. 
Assuming the true surface to be slowly varying, these sharp 
discontinuities represent errors in the interpolated surface. 
These errors can be thought of as a two-dimensional noise 
surface superimposed on a zero-error interpolated surface. 
This view of the problem suggests that spatial filtering 
can be used to improve the accuracy of the interpolated 
surface. A low pass filter is easily implemented by taking 
the Fourier transform of the interpolated surface, multiplying 
by a filter array and taking the inverse Fourier transform. 
11 
Figure 2. Plot of Data Array for a Set of Field Data 
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The Fourier transform was implemented using the IBM Scien-
tific Subroutine Package routine HARM, [9], which is a 
Fast Fourier Transform routine with binary radix. The 
filtering is accomplished by the element-by-element 
multiplication of the transformed array by the filter 
array. The magnitude of the filter array is the two-
dimensional equivalent of a first-order Butterworth filter. 




FM. . be the magnitude of the filter array 
~J 
FP.. be the phase of the filter array 
~J 
Bf is an input parameter corresponding to 
the break frequency, 
FM .. = 
~J .2 ~ 
FP .. = 0. 
~J 
The computer routine which implements the filtering is 
listed in Appendix C. 
( 3. 4) 
( 3. 5) 
One of the end products desired of this study is a set 
of contours defining the interpolated surface. These contours 
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were generated indirectly off-line from the IBM 360/50 
computer. To generate a contour, one takes the interpolated 
surface and intersects it with a threshold plane, parallel 
to the ground plane, raised to the height of the contour 
desired. This is illustrated in Figure 3. The trace of 
the interpolated surface on the threshold plane is generated 
by the intersection of the interpolated surface and the 
threshold plane and is the desired contour. By varying 
the height of the threshold plane, one generates any de-
sired contour. A threshold level is entered and the 
program outputs a display by encoding each array element 
below the threshold as an asterisk and those above as 
blanks. An example of this is shown in Figure 4. A listing 
of the program is given in Appendix E. The contour map is 
generated by tracing several of these contours onto the 
same sheet, then enlarging or reducing the map photo-
graphically to the scale desired. 
An example of these routines is given in the next 
section, in which they are applied to a set of field data. 
14 
T 
Figure 3. Threshold Set at a Height of LT 
15 
Figure 4. Nova Generated Contour 
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IV. AN APPLICATION 
A direct application of the routines developed in 
this study was to soil data in the New Lead Belt of South-
eastern Missouri. In this study, soil samples were gath--
ered in the vicinity of the ~~X smelter and were analyzed 
for concentrations of three metals; lead, copper and zinc, 
and elemental sulfur. The algorithm previously presented 
was utilized to generate contour maps illustrating the 
concentration of lead, copper, zinc and sulfur in the soil 
samples. 
The initial study area was determined by existing soil 
samples in the Lead Belt. A military coordinate grid was 
superimposed over the study area with the AMAX smelter 
stack as the origin. The positive x - axis was directed 
East and the positive y-axis was directed North. The 
boundaries were chosen to extend 5 kilometers East and 
West and 5 kilometers North and South of the smelter. 
When the sampling program was started, it was rea-
lized that the higher soil concentrations of heavy metals 
would be found close around the smelter. With this assump-
tion, the samples were concentrated around the smelter 
with fewer samples per unit area taken farther away from 
the smelter. A plot of the sampling sites is shown in 
Figure 5. Economics and time constraints dictated that 
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Locations of Sample Sites in New Lead Belt 
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The actual number of samples available for input to the 
interpolation routine varies slightly from metal to metal, 
and was around 240 samples. The variation in the actual 
number of samples available for each metal is due to 
failures in certain chemical analyses. 
These soil samples were used as data for the inter-
polation routine. A 64x64 data array was utilized. Since 
the selected study area was square, 10,000 meters on each 
side, each array cell represents a square surface area 156 
meters on a side. 
The resulting interpolated surfaces were very similar 
for copper, lead and zinc; therefore, only one is shown 
here. This is Figure 6 and is a plot of the lead surface. 
The surface for sulfur is shown in Figure 7. Both of these 
plots are the unfiltered output of the interpolation routine. 
One of the primary data error sources is in the collection 
and analysis of the soil samples. The effectiveness of 
filtering can be seen by comparing Figures 8 and 9, the 
output of the filtering routine, to Figures 6 and 7, the 
input to the routine. This effectiveness can also be seen 
by comparing Figure 10 to Figures 11 and 12, as the last 
two show the same contour line for two degrees of filtering. 
The contour maps shown in Figures 13 and 14, lead and sulfur, 
respectively, were generated from the filtered data. 
19 
Figure 6. Plot of Lead Data Array, Unfiltered 
20 
Figure 7. Plot of Sulfur Data Array, Unfiltered 
21 
Figure 8. Plot of Lead Data Array, Filtered 
22 
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Figure 13. Contour Map of Lead 
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Figure 14. Sulfur Contour Map 
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V. ERROR ANALYSIS 
In any study, an error analysis is often as important 
as the immediate results for which the study is conducted. 
A complete theoretical error analysis of the interpolation 
routine developed in this study would be extremely difficult, 
if not impossible, and is beyond the scope of this study. 
The difficulty arises from not being able to write a general 
analytical expression for the interpolation algorithm and 
from the lack of a complete statistical model for the sur-
face to be estimated. However, in order to obtain some 
data on the accuracy of the interpolation algorithm, two 
analytical surfaces were assumed, and an error analysis 
was performed. The bivariate Gaussian and negative ex-
ponential were the assumed surface forms. 
The interpolation error is defined as the normalized 
integral square error between the interpolated surface and 
the true surface from which the samples are extracted. 
Thus, the interpolation error is calculated by first form-
ing 
E = J JA [S (x,y) - ~ (x,y)] 2 dxdy, (5 .1) 
where 
A 
s (x,y) = interpolated surface 
29 
S (x,y) = true surface 
E = integral square error 
and A is the area of interest. The integral square error 
is normalized by dividing it by 
V = I I s 2 (x,y) dxdy, 
A 
where V is the volume over the area A, under the square 
of the true surface. 
( 5. 2) 
As a reference for the errors induced by the inter-
polation algorithm, the lower bound was calculated for 
each surface. This error results from assuming the inter-
polated surface constant over each array element area. 
The lower bound varies with surfaces and surface param-
eters. The error bound was calculated for various 
parameter values for both Gaussian and negative exponential 
surfaces. 
For the Gaussian surf ace, the assumed f orm f or 
S(x,y) is 
s (x, y) 2 2 2 2 = K exp [-x /(2ax) - y /(2 ay)]. 
The error is evaluated by substituting (5.3) and 
N 
s = I 
i = l 
N 
I j = l A . . 1 J 
( 5. 3) 
( 5 . 4) 
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into (5.1). For analysis purposes, the area over which 
surface is to be estimated is taken to be a square cen-
tered at the origin with the length of a side equal to 10 
units. This area is used throughout the error analysis. 
Then the expression for error is 
N N 
[K exp [ -x2 I (2a~) -y2 I (2a~) ]- L L 
i=l j=l 
Using the definition of the error function, 




erf(-x) = -erf(x), 
x.+o 




exp(-x /(2o ) 
X 





o = 10.0/N, 
xi= [i- (N/2 + 1)] 0 
and 
yj = [j - (N/2 + 1)] o. 
Upon completing the integration, the expression for error 
becomes 
2 E = K ~a a erf (5/a ) erf (5/a ) 
X y X y 
N N 
- 2K~axay I: I: Aij [erf ((xi +o )/12ax) - erf (xJ(1"2ax)] 
i=l j=l N N 
[erf ( (y j +o )/l2ay) - erf (y ;aay)] + o2 I: I: A~j. 
i=l j=l 
The normalizing volume, V, given by (5.2), is the first 
term of the preceding expression. In other words, 
2 S (x,y) dxdy 
= K2 ~a a erf (5/a) erf (5/a ). 
X y X y 
Using (5.7) and (5.8), the normalized error, NE, can be 
( 5. 7) 
computed. This was accomplished using numerical analysis. 
Equations (5.7) and (5.8) were programmed to yield the 
error induced by approximating a surface, having a Gaussian 
shape, by a finite array of dimension NxN. The computer 
routine, ERRMS, is listed in Appendix D. 
32 
The lower bound on error for the Gaussian surface was 
calculated by sampling the surface exactly for each cell 
in the data array and using the sampled data array as 
input to ERRMS. This procedure was executed several times 
for different values of array size and surface parameters. 
The results of these calculations are listed in Table I. 
Figure 15 is a plot of the first four entries of Table I 
and shows the variation of the lower error bound versus 
data array size. This is as expected with the error bound 
decreasing as the number of cells in the data array in-
crease. The variation of the error bound versus surface 
parameters a and a for an array size of 64x64 is plotted 
X y 
in Figure 16. The plotted data agrees with the intuitive 
notion that a smooth slow varying surface should be easy 
to estimate. 
The assumed form of S (x,y) for the exponential 
surface is 
S(x,y) = K exp(-alxl -Sly!)· ( 5. 9) 
Substituting (5.9) and (5.4) into (5.1), the error for the 
exponential surface is given by 
N N 




2 A .. ] dxdy. 
1] 
(5.10) 
Expanding the square, the error expression becomes 
33 
TABLE I. LOWER BOUND ON ERROR FOR GAUSSIMJ SURFACE 
Percent 
Array Size Std. Dev. Std. Dev. Scaling Normalized 
NxN of X of y Constant Error 




- - - - -
16 1.0 1.0 1.0 3.22 
32 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.814 
64 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.234 
128 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.119 
64 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.814 
64 1.5 1.5 1.0 0.123 
64 2.0 2.0 1.0 0.103 
64 2.5 2.5 1.0 0.096 
64 3.0 3.0 1.0 0.092 
64 3.5 3.5 1.0 0.087 
64 4.0 4.0 1.0 0.086 
64 4.5 4.5 1.0 0.095 
64 5.0 5.0 1.0 0.087 
64 1.0 2.0 1.0 0.163 
64 1.0 3.0 1.0 0.137 
64 1.0 4.0 1.0 0.139 
64 1.0 5.0 1.0 0.145 
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+ L L Jxi+ 8 Jyj+8 2 dxdy A .. (5.11) X. y . l.J 
i=l j=l l. J 
where 
8 = 10/N, 
x. = [i-(N/2+1)]8 l. 
and 
y. = [j-(N/2+1)]8. 
J 
After integrating and simplifying, the error is expressed 
as 
E = K2 [1- exp( - lOa)] [1 - exp(-lO S)]/aS 
N 
-2 K L [exp(-a jx.+6 j) - exp(-ajx. I>J l. l. 
i=l j=l 
·[exp(-Sjy .+6j ) - exp(-Sjy . j)]/[ aSsgn (x . +8/2 ) ·sgn(y.+8/2)] 
J J l. J 
N 
+ 02 L 
i=l 
N 
2 A ..• l.J 
(5.12) 
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The signum function appearing in the denominator of 
the second term of equation (5.12) is a result of dif-
ferentiating the absolute value function which is the 
argument of the exponential. The derivative of the abso-
lute value function is needed in the integration of the 
exponential and is a constant over the interval of integra-
tion if the interval of integration does not change sign. 
Therefore, equation (5.12) is correct as long as none of 
the cells of the data array, A .. , has the origin as an lJ 
interior point, which is the case for the work developed 
here. Equation (5.2), the normalizing constant, is given 
by the first term of equation (5.12); therefore, 
V = K2 [1- exp(-lOa)] [1- exp(-lOS)]/aS. (5.13) 
The normalized error, NE, was found by evaluating equations 
(5.12) and (5.13) numerically. The computer routine, 
EXERM, written to perform these calculations, is listed 
in Appendix D. 
The lower error bound for the exponential surface was 
determined by sampling the surface at the center of every 
array cell and inputting the data array to EXERM. This was 
done for several array sizes and surface parameters. Table 
II contains the results of these calculations. A plot of 
lower bound on error versus N of the array size, NxN, is 
shown in Figure 17, for the exponential surface with a and 
s = 1.0. The decrease in error bound with increasing 
number of array cells is in agreement with intuition. 
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TABLE II. LOWER BOUND ON ERROR FOR EXPONENTIAL SURFACE 
x-Coordinate y-coordinate Percent 
Array Size Decay Decay Normalized 
NxN Constant Constant Error 
N a f3 NE 
-
- - -
16 1.0 1.0 6.26 
32 1.0 1.0 1.61 
64 1.0 1.0 0.41 
128 1.0 1.0 0.102 
64 2.0 2.0 1.61 
64 0.67 0.67 0.181 
64 0.50 0.50 0.102 
64 0.4 0.40 0.065 
64 0.33 0.33 0.045 
64 0.29 0.29 0.033 
64 0.25 0.25 0.025 
64 0.22 0.22 0.020 
64 0.20 0.20 0.016 
64 1.5 1.5 0.91 
64 1.0 0.5 0.254 
64 1.0 0.33 0.226 
64 1.0 0. 25 0.215 
64 1.0 0.20 0.211 
7.0 
H 
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Lower Bound on Error for Exponential Surface with 
a and S =1 
0.5 1 . 0 1.5 2.0 
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Lower Bound on Error for Exponential Surface with 
Data Array Size 64x64 
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Figure 18 is the plot of the lower error bound for the 
exponential surface versus a and B for a data array size 
of 64x64. The increase of error bound with increasing a 
and B displays the inability of the method to approximate 
surfaces with high gradients in them. 
In the error analysis, the assumed surface was ran-
domly sampled and the sample values and coordinates were 
used as input to the interpolation algorithm. The random 
sampling was implemented by using the random number generat-
ing routines RANDU [9] and GAUSS [10]. RANDU generates 
uniformly distributed random numbers, while GAUSS generates 
numbers having a Gaussian distribution. The routines for 
the complete generation of sample locations, PTDS for uni-
form sampling sites and GPTDS for Gaussian sampling sites, 
are listed in Appendix D. After the sampling sites were 
chosen, the value of the surface at each site was determined 
and the set of ordered triplets were used as input to the 
interpolation routine. The output of the interpolation 
routine without filtering was supplied as input to the 
routine to measure the error, either ERID1S or EXERM, de-
pending upon which original surface was used. In all of 
the error analyses, a 64x64 data array was used. 
The error obtained from these calculations is not only 
a function of the surface parameters, number of samples 
and estimation algorithm; but it is also a function of the 
seed number used to obtain the random sample coordinates. 
The seed is the odd integer used to initialize the random 
number generator. To try to suppress this dependence on 
seeds, several seeds were used in several of the error 
calculations. 
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Figure 19 shows the errors generated by estimating 
a Gaussian surface with K equal to 1, a and a equal to 
X y 
1 for uniform sampling as a function of the number of 
samples used. For two of the seeds, 30777 and 52479, the 
decrease in error with increasing number of samples is 
approximately exponential up to 250 samples, then the 
decrease is slight and becomes more linear. The seed 
13589 appears to be a bad seed and does not follow this 
pattern. The plotted data is shown in Table III. It 
should be noted from Table III that even with 1000 samples 
the error is about 1.2%, which is within 1% of the lower 
bound. 
In an effort to try to determine the effect of 
sampling site locations on the error, the same surface 
was estimated using sampling sites having a Gaussian 
distribution with the standard deviation of both x and 
y equal to 2. The same seeds were used with several set 
sizes. The results are plotted in Figure 20. These data 
are presented in Table IV. It is readily apparent by 
comparing Figures 19 and 20, that Gaussian sampling pro-
duces a lower error for the same number of samples after 
about 100 samples. The improvement in error achieved by 
using Gaussian sampling is, on the average, approximately 
a factor of 2 for the number of input samples in the range 
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Figure 19. Error for Gaussian Surface with 0 and 0 = 1, 
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TABLE III. ERROR FOR GAUSSIAN SURFACE WITH o AND o = 1, 
X y 
UNIFORr-1: SAMPLING 
Seed for Percent 
Number of Random Number Normalized 




50 30777 22.79 
75 30777 13.21 
100 30777 5.522 
150 30777 3.993 
200 30777 2.983 
250 30777 2.824 
400 30777 2.70 
1000 30777 1.23 
50 52479 19.02 
75 52479 7.22 
100 52479 4.48 
150 52479 3.63 
200 52479 3.57 
250 52479 3.23 
400 52479 1.62 
50 13589 26.34 
75 13589 15.79 
100 13589 15.28 
150 13589 12.50 
200 13589 6.56 
250 13589 4.99 
400 13589 3.43 
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TABLE IV. ERROR FOR GAUSSIAN SURFACE WITH a AND a = 1, 
GAUSSIAN SAMPLING x y 
Number of Seed for Percent 




50 30777 25.36 
150 30777 3.25 
250 30777 1.28 
400 30777 0.785 
50 52479 38.86 
150 52479 3.38 
250 52479 1.86 
400 52479 1.110 
50 13589 8.22 
150 13589 3.07 
250 13589 1.43 
400 13589 0.816 
TABLE V. ERROR FOR GAUSSIAN SURFACE FOR 100 UNIFORMLY 
DISTRIBUTED SAMPLES 
Percent 




0.5 0.5 27.32 
1.5 1.5 2.43 
2.0 2.0 1.89 
2.5 2 . 5 1.720 
3.0 3.0 1.414 
4.0 4.0 0.8168 
5.0 5.0 0.468 
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In Figure 21, the error for one set of sampling sites 
is plotted versus the x and y standard deviations of the 
assumed Gaussian surface. These data are shown in Table 
V. Here the plot takes on the same form as the error bound 
plotted in Figure 16, but has a steeper initial slope and 
decreases with increasing standard deviation. The initial 
slope indicates the inability of the routine to approximate 
steep slopes or high gradients in the true surface unless 
many samples are taken. 
The same analysis carried out for the Gaussian surface 
was performed for the exponential surface. Table VI lists 
the results of using a uniform sampling distribution and 
also the effect of varying the number of samples. The 
surf ace parameters a and 6 were equal to 1. These data 
are plotted in Figure 22. The decrease in error, with the 
increasing number of samples, was expected, but the amount 
of decrease was not as great as was expected. This was 
due to high gradients in the surface. 
A Gaussian sampling density with the x and y standard 
deviation of the samples equal to 2 decreased the error 
ove r that calculated for a uniform sampling density. This 
c a n b e seen by comparing Figure 23 to Figure 22. The data 
for Gaussian sampling is listed in Table VII and when compared 
to the data listed in Table VI, except for a sampling size 
o f 5 0, a d e c reas e by a f actor o f 2 to 3 can be seen. 
Figure 2 4 s hows erro r versu s s urfac e parame t e rs 

























0- Seed 30777 
2.0 3.0 4.0 5.0 
a- and a 
X y 
Figure 21. Error for Gaussian Surface, Using 100 Uniformly 
Distributed Samples 
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TABLE VI. ERROR FOR EXPONENTIAL SURFACE WITH a AND 8 = 1, 
UNIFORM SAMPLING DISTRIBUTION 
Seed for Percent 
Number of Random Number Normalized 




50 30777 31.03 
75 30777 22.21 
100 30777 10.12 
150 30777 8.64 
200 30777 6.80 
250 30777 6.77 
400 30777 5.55 
50 52479 23.96 
75 52479 12.40 
100 52479 9.30 
150 52479 4.70 
200 52479 3.70 
250 52479 3.44 
400 52479 2.51 
50 13589 32.58 
75 13589 23.12 
100 13589 21.61 
150 13589 18.48 
200 13589 9.89 
250 13589 9.42 
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Figure 23. Error for Exponential Surface with a and B = 1, 
Using a Gaussian Sampling Distribution 
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Figure 24. Error for Exponential Surface, Using 100 




TABLE VII. ERROR FOR EXPONENTIAL SURFACE WITH a AND S = 1, 
GAUSSIAN SAMPLING DISTRIBUTION 
Seed for Percent 
Number of Random Number Normalized 




50 30777 26.96 
150 30777 6.62 
250 30777 2.65 
400 30777 1.61 
50 52479 30.67 
150 52479 4.26 
250 52479 2.71 
400 52479 1.98 
50 13589 10.68 
150 13589 3.25 
250 13589 1.97 
400 13589 1.21 
TABLE VIII. ERROR FOR EXPONENTIAL SURFACE FOR 100 
UNIFORMLY DISTRIBUTED SAMPLES 
x-Coordinate y-Coordinate Percent 
Decay Constant Decay Constant Normalized Error 





0.20 0.20 0.86 
0.25 0.25 1.21 
0.33 0.33 1.87 
0.40 0.40 2.49 
0.50 0.50 3.44 
0.67 0.67 5.27 
1.50 1.50 20.26 
2.00 2.00 31.98 
/ 
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of error is seen with the increasing magnitude of the 
gradients of the surface. These data are listed in Table 
VIII. 
VI. CONCLUSION 
In this study, a set of computer routines were 
developed which form an image display algorithm. The 
algorithm takes a set of field samples and generates 
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an estimate of the surface from which the samples were 
taken. The algorithm has been applied to sets of field 
data and has been shown to work effectively. A filtering 
routine was developed and has been used effectively to 
filter field data and smooth interpolated arrays. 
An error analysis of the algorithm was performed for 
assumed surface forms, and the limiting accuracy was 
determined. This analysis showed that for surfaces having 
a Gaussian or exponential shape, errors of one percent or 
less are achievable in the limit as the number of samples 
approaches the number of cells in the data array. This 
represents a reasonable limit as the errors in field 
data are often larger and are the limiting factor in 
performance. To analyze errors introduced by the algorithm 
an assumed surface was sampled, the samples were used as 
data for the algorithm and the resulting estimate was 
compared with the assumed surface. The error analysis 
indicates that for uniform sampling, errors on the order 
of 5 to 10 percent can be expected, for the case in which 
the number of samples used is on the order of 10 percent 
of the number of cells in the data array. This degree of 
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error is reasonable considering the limited number of 
samples used. However, a set of samples having a Gaussian 
distribution can usually reduce the error by about a factor 
of two for the same number of samples. From this analysis, 
it is concluded that the error induced by the algorithm 
can be reduced by selective sampling, given some prior 
knowledge of the surface form. 
An area of further study would be a theoretical 
development of the errors associated with the interpolation 
routine. This should be performed primarily in an effort 
to try to find methods of improving the interpolation 
routine. A study of optimum sampling programs for different 
types of surfaces is another suggested area of study. This 
is probably the area in which the work would be most appli-
cable to present needs. 
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The subroutine GRID takes the input data, sample 
values, and places the sample values in the proper cells 
of the data array, A ..• lJ If no sample value occurs within 
an array cell, the cell value is set to zero as a flag 
for the interpolation routine. In this study, the data 
values were bounded away from zero, thus allowing its use 
as a flag. 






a 5 by N matrix containing the sample 
values. This allows for input from up 
to 5 different sets of surface samples, 
a 2 by N matrix containing the co-
ordinates of the sample values contained 
in VAL, 
dimension of the data array, A .. , lJ 
number of input samples, 
input parameter, specifies which of the 
5 sets of surfaces to be used. 




the data array, Aii' it contains the 
sample values plac~d in the proper 
cells and cells for which no data exist 
are s e t to zero, 
an array containing values of cells with 
sampled data, 
an array containing the I and J values 
o f the cells of X containing data. XS 
and IPT togethe r f orm the Bkl arr~y 
mentione d in the body o f t h e thes1s . 
The subroutine SHUFFLE is used directly in GRID. 
SHUFFLE moves each sample that has been placed in X to 
the front of VAL and DIST and increments a pointer so 
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that the next time through this sample does not have to be 
checked. When finished GRID calls PLUG to do the inter-
polation. 
SURROUT H1E f,R I O( VAL, t·lASK, D I ST, X, N, I,~~~ NC:) 
COm10N/SX/XS, I PT 
0 H1 E ~!S I Ml 0 I ST ( 2, N), X 0'1 ~!C, N I NC), ~1A S V. ( 5, 3) 












00 5 J=l,NINC 
XH=X I tlC*F LOAT( J) +X tiN 
VL=Yt1N 
DO 3 K=l,NI~!r 
X(J,K)=O.O 
IC=O 
YH=Y I NC*FLOf>.T(K)+Y~lN 
nn 2 L=l SL, ~~ 
I F ( D I ST ( 1, L). ~T. XI!) GO TO 2 
IF(OIST(l,L).I.T.XL) en TO 2 
IF(OIST(2,L).GT.YH) GO TO 2 
IF(OIST(?.,U.LT.YL) GO TO 2 
IF(VAUI,U.GT.l.OEnS) GO TO fi 
IC=IC+l 
X ( J, K) =X ( ,_I , K ) + VA !.( I , L) 
6 CCHH HlUE 
r.,,LL. SH!JFFLE(riST,V/\I.,l, ISL,~l ) 
2 corn 1 NUE 




XS( II )=X(J, K) 
I PT( I I, 1) =J 
I PT( I I, 2) =K 
4 CONTINUE 
Yl=YH 
3 COt.!T HIIJ E 
XL=XH 
5 CONTI tJUE 




SUP.ROUTHlE SHlJFFLE(f'liST,VAL,l, ISL,N) 
Dlr1ENSICHl DIST(2,N),VAL.(5,N) 
no 1 1 =1, s 
HORK=VAL( I, I SL) 
VAL (I, IS L) =VAl.( I, l) 
1 VAL( I , L) =~·/OR K 
DO 2 1=1,2 
WORK=DIST(I,ISL) 
DIST(I,ISL)=DIST(I,l) 
2 D I S T ( I , L) =\·10 R K 
ISL=ISL+1 






PLUG searches X for zero values. When a zero is found 
PLUG then searches IPT for the closest eight neighbors. 
Having found the closest eight, it computes the sample 
value using equation (3.2) of the thesis. 
PLUG uses as input from GRID: 
X the data array, A .. , containing only 
sampled data anf flags, 
XS the array containing values of cells of 
X containing sampled data, 
IPT - an array containing I, J values of 
the cells of X containing sampled data, 
IM input parameter specifying the number 
of values in XS and IPT. 
~URROlJTHJ E PLU~(X,t1ASt':,NI~IC, IH, HiET) 
INTEGER*4 A,R,C,D 
REAL*4 ISUB, IMAX,IDS,ITS, ITT,ITTS 
CO~MON/SX/XS,IPT 
Dlf.1E~lSIOt l t·1ASK(5,3) 
Dn1ENSIOtl A(8),B(8),C(4),0(4) 
OH·1nlSION 0St1T(8), ISlJB(8,2) 
Dlr1ENSION XS( 1000), I PT( 1000, 2) 
DIMENSION X(NINC,NINC) 
DATA A /1,1,1,-1,-1,-1,0,0/ 
DATA B /1,0,-1,1,0,-1,1,-1/ 
DATA C /0,-1,0,1/ 
DATA D /-1,0,1,0/ 
~1 P=tll tiC/ 2 
no 1 N=1, r,1p 
I =t1P+N 
J=l 
,., rrq = c 1 -r1 P) * 2-1 
DO 1 t~ =1, L~ 
Dn 1 NC=1, ~1Pt11 
I=J+r.(~-1> 
J=J+D01) 
IF(X(I,J).GT.1.0E-20) GO TO 1 
IMAX=O.O 
DO 3 Ll=1,8 
JSUB(LI,1)=FLOAT(ll) 
I SUR ( L I , 2 ) = F L nAT ( ( I P T ( L I , 1 ) - I ) * * 2 + ( I PT ( L1 , 2 ) - J ) * * 2 ) 
IF( ISUBCLI,2>.GT. H·IAX) lt1AX=IStJR(LI,2) 
3 cmn 1 t!UE 
DOL~ Ll=9,1t1 
I D S = F I. OAT ( ( I PT ( Ll , 1 ) - I ) * * 2 + ( I PT ( Ll , 2 ) - J) * * 2) 
IFLA~=O 
IF ( IDS. GT. H1AX) GO TO I~ 
on s K 1 = 1, s 
IF(IDS.GT.ISUP,(KI,2)) GO TO 5 
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H1AX =I OS 
IDS= ITT 
r,o TO 5 
F ITTS=ISUR{KI,l) 
ISUB(KI,l)=ITS 




I ['IS= ITT 
5 CONTINUE 
4 CO~IT I NUE 
TOIS=O.O 
no 8 1 1 =1, 8 
0 S ~H ( I I ) = S 0.11 T ( I S U R ( I I , 2 ) ) 
Tnt S=TDI S+l. 0/!")StH{ I I) 
8 CmlTI NUE 
DO 7 11=1,8 
IS= I NT{ I SUR {I I, 1)) 
X { I , d ) = X ( I , J ) + X S ( I S ) I ( T !") I S * n S r,~ T ( I I ) ) 








BUTTER is a two dimensional filter routine. The 
input data array is assumed to have been previously 
transformed by HARH. The output is ready to be inversed 
transformed by HARM to recover the filtered array. 




transformed data array, 
input parameter, controls the degree 
of filtering that is done; corresponds 
to break frequency, 
dimension of the data array A . . . 1J 
BUTTER supplies as output: 
A filtered transformed data array. 
c 
SUBROUTINE RI J TTER(A,RF,NI~IC) 
C RUTTER-2-D t.OH PASS SPATIAl FilTER ROUTI~tE. IT IS FIRST 0P.flER 
C A-INPUT ARRAY Cot'TAINING 2-[l TRANSFCHH1, AS OUTPUT IT Cnt'TAI~'S 
C FILTERED TRM!SFOR~1. 
C BF- I ~!PUT PARM1ETER, SPEC I Fl ES 3-DR FRF.0UHlCY 







DO 1 \1=1, NHF 
Nl=(J-l)*NINC 
JNl=(NINC-J+l)*NINC 
DO 1 I =1, ~IHF 




XR=A( I NO) 
XI=A(IN[l+l) 
A(IND)=FR*Xn-FI*XI 
A ( I ~If)+ 1) = F R *X I +X R * F I 
Xl=I.EQ.l.Of1.1.GE.NHF 
X2=J.EQ.1.0R.J.GE.NHF 
I F ( X 1) GO TO 3 
I ~ ~ n = ( N 1 + N I tl C- I + 1) * 2 + 1 
XR=A( HJn) 
XI =A( I NO+l) 
A(IN[l)=FR*XR-FI*XI 
A(INO+l)=FR*XI+XR*FI 
3 IF(X2) GO TO 4 










A( I t!D) =FR*XR-F I *X I 
A(IND+l)=FR*XI+XR*FI 
1 CONTINUE 
30 FOfH~AT(' 1') 





ERROR ANALYSIS ROUTINES 
Appendix D contains the subroutines generated for the 
error analysis. There are four routines listed. The first 
two generate random samples and the last two measure the 
error. 
Subroutine PTDS generates NP uniformly distributed 
sampling sites in the region -5 ~ x ~ 5 and -5 ~ y ~ 5. 
The subroutine returns the sample sites in CDS. 
Subroutine GPTDS generates NP sampling sites having 
a Gaussian distribution with zero mean, x standard devia-
tion of XSD, and y standard deviation of YSD. The sample 
sites are returned in CDS. 
ERRMS is the subroutine written to measure the squared 
error in approximating a Gaussian surface as reported in 







the data array, A .. , 
1] 
the dimension of XD, 
the x standard deviation of the surface, 
the y standard deviation of the surface, 
scaling constant of surface, 
number of sampling sites used to generate A .. 
used in routine only in a write statement 1 J 
to clarify output. 
EXERM is the subroutine written to measure the squared 
error in approximating a negative exponential surface. As 
input EXERM uses: 
XD the data array, A .. , 
1J 
NINC dimension of XD, 
ALPHA - surface parameter, 
BETA surface parameter, 
XK scaling factor of the surface, 
NP number of samples used to estimate 
the surface, used in EXERM only in 
write statement to clarify output. 
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S!JnqnUTHlE PTr1S(COS,NP, ISFF.O) 
r. PTf1S - RMJnnt1L Y CHfiOSES THE X - Y cnnnn I NATES OF THE 
C SM1 Pt t SITES. SITES ARE U~!f FOR,1L Y n I SHU Rt !TEO 
C ens -ARRAY nF SAr1PLF SITE conrmHIATES OF~IRE!"l 
C I SEEn - oro I ~ I TF.f~ER, SEF.n Ff'R RM!Ott 
r. 
OHlENS lfH! COS( 2, tiP) 
no 1 l=l,NP 
CALL RANOU( I SEED, I SEED, X) 







C GPTI')S - RMJIJCH~ L Y CHOOSES THE X - Y COORD I t-IATES OF THf 
C SAt1PLE SITES. SITES ARE NORt1AL L Y D I STR I BUTEO H ITH Z EPO ~1EMl 
C AND X - STM!r1ARO DEVIATION OF XSO, Y - STANOARD OEVIATION - YSD 
C CDS - ARRAY OF SM1PLE SITE COORO ltiATES DES I RED 
C ISEEO - ODD INTEGER, SEED FnR RANnU 
C XSD - STMWARn DEVIATION OF THE LOCATICHI OF X COCHH'liANTE OF SA~1PL.ES 
C Y~ - STM!DAR!" DEVIATION OF THE LOCATION OF Y COOR!"IINATE OF SAJ~PLES 
c 
0 H1ENS I Ot~ CDS ( 2, NP) 




ens< 2, 1 >=X 
1 COt!T I ~!UE 
RETURN 
E~!D 
SliBROliT 1 tiE ERRt,s< xn, ~! 1 ~!c, sx, sv, XK, tlP) 
C ERRt1S - CCH~PUTES THE VOLW·1ETR I C ERROR BFT\'IEEN xn AND THE 
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C OEFUIH!G SURFACE. THE OEFUIING SUr.FACF. IS 
C S(X,Y)=XK•EXP(-X•X/(2*SX•SX))•EXP(-Y*Y/(2*SY*SY)) 
C THE ERROR IS NnfH1ALIZES RY THE VOLIH lE U~'nEr. S**2 OVER THF 
C AREA OF I ~ITER EST. 
c 
OH1ENSiotl Xf10'1 N C,~II~!C) 
SXT=l. t~l4214*SX 
SYT=SY* 1.1114214 
f1ELT:a10.0/FLOAT(t ! I NC) 
NH=NHIC/2+1 
smn=o. o 
SlJr-~ 2=0. 0 








DO 1 ,J=1,NI~!C 







SUM1=SW1l+XD( I ,J)*YF*XF 
SUt12=SU~·12+XD( I, ,J) *XD( I, J) 
1 CONTINUE 
SUt11=SU~11*XK*3.1415CJ3*SX*SY 








30 FORMAT('lTHE NUMRER OF SAt1PlES WAS ',IS,' THE X STANDARD DEVIATION 
1 IS',Fl0.2,' THEY STANDARD DEVIATION IS ',Fl0.2,/ 
2' THE ERROR VOLU~~E IS ',Fl0.4,' THE ACTUAL VOUJt1E IS ',FlO.L~, 
3' THE NOR~1ALIZED ERROR IS', Fl0.6) 










DO 1 l=l,NINC 
X=FLOAT(I-NH2)*DELT 
XF=X+D2 





















ERROR =ACVOl-SUM 1 +Sl'~·! 2 
ERRN=ERROR/ACVOL 
WRITE(3,30) ALPHA,BETA 1 ERROR 1 ACVOL 1 ERRN 1 NP 
30 FORHAT('lTI-IE X DECAY CONSTANT IS 1 1 F6.2 1 1 THEY 11ECAY C(H!STANT IS' 
l 1 1 Ff3.2/' THE ACTUAL ERROR VOLUME IS 1 1 F8.1t 1 1 THE ACTUAl VOLtlr·1E IS 
2',F8.4 1 1 THE NORt-1ALIZED ERROR IS ',F6.4/' THE NU~1BER OF SflJ1PlES HA 
3s ' I 1 n > 





CONTOUR PLOT PROGRAM 
72 
The following listing is the NOVA assembler listing 
of the program used to generate the discriminant plots for 
generation of contour lines. The program uses a paper tape 
containing the data punches in a I4 format with a line feed 
and carriage return characters punched after every 20 
numbers. 
The program is interactive in that it responds on the 
teletype asking for the discriminant level to be used. 
After the level has been entered, the discriminant plot is 
outputted on the Tektronix 4002 Graphics screen, along 
with a message stating the discriminant used and the number 
of samples below the discriminant. The program then responds 
to the teletype again asking for a new discriminant. If 
the plot on the Tektronix screen is useful, a hard copy 
is made by depressing the copy button on the hard copy 
unit. After the hard copy is made or if the plot was not 
useful, the screen is cleared by depressing the erase 
button on the Tektronix terminal before the next discriminant 









~~s K?. : 
. 
I 
;OISPLT- DISCRI~11NANT PLOT ROL'TINE USES 
;IRM 360 GE~ERATEn ARRAYS OF 














































~ 1 I 0 
\'/ORr 








;GET STARTING ADO OF BUF 
;STORE IT IN TEMP COUNTER 
;SET UP FOR FIRST WORD 
;RESET COUNTER 
; GET ~·lOR[) COUNT 
;STORE IT IN COUNTER 
;GET FIRST BYTE 
;CHECK FOR LEADER 
;LF.AOER, GO AGAIN 
;GET RETURN AO[)RESS 
;STORE RETURN 
; F I N I S H \'lORD 
;GET DATA \'lORD 
;STORE HORD 
;CLEAR ACO FOR NEXT WORD 










t11 [) : 
R I~~: 
. , 
;\I!CHH1 - FORPS A DATA HORn FROt4 ll ASCI I BYTES 



















































;GET BYTE COUNT 
;STORE IN COUNTER 
;GET BYTE 
; GET PAR I TY ~·1AS K 
;STRIP PARITY 
;CET THRESHOLD 
;CHECK FOR NUMERAL 
;CONTROL CHAR IGNORE 
;GET ASCI I MASK 
;STRIP ASCII CODE 
;~10VE PESH!T VALUE TO AC2 
; FORr1 4N 
; FORr·l 2N+ 4N 
; FORt ~ 2N+I!N+4N=10N 
; FOR~ 1 ~lHI DATA \'lORD 
; PUT HORD I~~ AC1 
; CHOP RYTE COU~IT 
;NOT FOUR BYTES ~F.T NF.XT 
;OONE F.t lOU(lH 
;PTR NOT !')OPE HAlT 
;GET RYTE SET PT R 
; R F.T !JR ~ 1 
; PI r. - OUTPUTS PICTURE nt l TEK 
; ~ETS n I SCR I rlANT FRnt' KFYR0ARI" M!n 






PIC: JSR @n!R I TE ;OUTPUT MS1 
~1S 1 * 2 
26 
JSR @I t!NO ;GET 0 I SCR I ~·1Ar.!T 
d~ 1 P PIC ;ERROR N! I tlPUT no IT AGA I~~ 
STA O,OIS ;SAVE IT 
SUP.O 0, 0 ; CLEA,R ACO 
STA O,OCT ;RESET OATA COUNTER 
LOA O,SA ;GET BUFF ADDRESS 
STA O,RUAOD ;RESET BUFFER J\r)['lRESS 
LOA 1, DIS ;GET 0 I SCR trtANT 
LOA 3 I t1r\X ;GET FINAL ADDRESS 
LOP: LDA O,@RllAI"lfl;GET DATA 
SURO 1,0,SZC' ;SKIP I F DIS<IlATA 
Jt1P OotJT ;OtlTPUT POINT 
corn: ISZ RUADO 
LOA 2,BUADI"l ;GET ADDRESS 
SlJRO #2,3,SZC;SKIP IF NOT !lONE 
~H1P ~·10UT 
,Jt1P t.O P ;GfT NEXT DATA PO I t!T 
OOU T: Ll/1\ 3, rH.li\1/D ;ClET AIJORESS 
ISZ IJCT ;RW'P 111\TA COtH!TER 
UM O,SA ;GET STI\RTit!Cl Ann OF fHIF 
sur 0, 3 ; FOfH1 DISTM!CE I t!TO ARR/\ Y 
Llll\ O,t1SI\2 ; GET t1M~K FOR LOHEI1 OP.OF.P. fi 
t10V 3, 1 
At!O 0, 1 ;SI\VF. LO\'! ORflER 
r ~ nvz 1. 1,2 ; Fnr.t1 2N 
AODZI. 1, 1 ; F0J1t!, 4N 
Ann 1, 1 ; FORt' 8N 
Aflf"' 2, 1 ; FORt1 10N 
ttnv 3, 2 ;t1n\!E DATA I ~~ 





























ASK: 11 * 
t~AS K: 17 7 
r.tJA[)f': 0 
0 IS: 0 
tiSl: .TXT 























; GET L0\·1 OROF~ It! PLACE 
;S/\VE 1.01'! ORDER 
;SAVE LOH ORf:'ER 
; FORt1 DATA 
; Fnm1 1H! 
;SET TERtHt·!AL TO ALPHf1 
;GET ASKERISK 
; EVERYTH I tlG RESET 







































(lD F. COT 
@TKHS 
;OllTPUT MESS 
; FOP. f'l I SCR I MMlT 
;GFT DISCRIMINANT 
; OUT PUT 0 I S I N DE r, lt1A T 
; OUTPUT SECotm ~1ESS 
1, ~\'!VIC ; GET ~10. OF PTS I fl ARRAY 
@flECOT 
@TKf·1S 




!<1><12><15>DISCRH11NANT IS ! 
!<12><15> OUT OF 
! POl tiTS, ! 
! ~IERE BEIO\'! THE DISCRIMINANT! 







I t!NO I ~'PUT ~ 1 0. FRot1 TTY * 
* 
* 











NOfU1A I. RETIJFH-1 
;NUt1BER IS RETl!RtlEO I~~ ACO 
; VALUE OF NtnlBER ENTERED IS TAKEN TO BE DEC Jt.lAL 
; m JLESS PRECEEflE~ BY A '. Hl \'JH I CH CASE IT IS TAKEN TO 
;TO BE OCTAl. 
.INNO: STA 
. 






















































; S/\ VE ACr.Umll.ATORS 
;CLEAR 
; ~1AS K 
ACO 
;I.OAO PARITY MASK 
;GET FIRST CHAR. 
OFF PARITY 
; LOAD ' ~1ASK 
;COMPLH1ENT IT 
;CHECK FOR OCTAL 
;GET FIRST OCTAL NUMERAL 
;~ 1ASK PARITY 
;CHECK FOR END OF NO. 
;AI.L 00NE 
;CHECK IF INPUT CHARACTER 
;\·!AS ACTUALLY A ~!Ut~ERAI. 
;I.OAfl ~ln. ~ 1ASK 
;t1ASK OF ASCI I COOF. 











t·10VZ I. 0, 0 
Ann 1,0 













































;ArlO ADfl Nm1ERAL TO IT 
; GET NEXT Nm1ERAL 
;~ET NEXT NUMERAL 
;t,1ASK OFF PARITY 
;LOAO CAR. RfTURN MASK 
;CHECK IF OONE 
;All. DONE 
; LOAD HI mt MASK 
;CHECK IF CHARACTER IS 
;A Nllt ·~ ERAl 
; LOAD Nl1tc1ERAL MASK 
;MASK OFF ASCII CODE 
;SET UP ~OR CONVERSION 
;CLEAR ACO 
; FORr1 2N 
; FOR~·1 4N 
; FOTH1 2~1+ 4N 
;FORt1 lOtl 
;FORr1 ION + Nl 




AT\'IR I TE ; OUTPUT ERROR MF.SSI\GE 
nsz AC 
LOI\ 1, 1\r+ 2 ; RESTORE ACCtJt1U LA TORS 
Lf'lA 2,1\C+l 























@AC ; RETUR~' 
;THIS ROUTINE TAKES X-Y COOROH!ATES 
;It! Arl M!D AC2 MlD OIJTPUTS THH1 I N 
;THE PROPER FORHAT TO TERt11NAL FOR 
;PLOTTH!G. \JAITS tlU,1RER OF rtOCK 
;PF.RJ00S SPECIFIED ny ACO • 
. , 







1, PTS+ 1 
2, PTS 






















l, ~ TPT 
TPT 
1, ('l 
;CHECK IF HAlT NEEDED 
;SKIP IF NOT NEEOED 
;\'/A IT ~!EEEDEO 
;STORE M10UNT OF \·JAIT 
;GET Ann. OF CODE 
;STORE IT HI TH1P STORE 
; STORE corm. 
; It I T H1 P B U F F E R 
;LOAD NO. OF COOR. 
; STORE I~ ~ TEr ·,r COlHJTER 
; LOAO LO\'' ORnER t,1 !\Sf~ 
;GFT ADO. OF COOP. 
; STORE H' THlP 
;GFT r.nnr. 











































0,0 ;THAT HIGH ORDER 5 
0,0 ;RITS IN lEFT HAlF 
0,0 ;A ND SWAP HALVES 
2,0 ;MASK OUT HI~H ODER 
3,@TADTr;GET CODE MASK 
TAnTc 
3, 0 ; FOfU1 CHARACTER 
OllTCT ;OUTPUT rHARACTER 
1,0 ;GET LOW ORDER BITS 
2,0 ;~1ASK Ol!T HIGH BITS 












; FOR~1 CHARACTER 
;OUTPUT CHARACTER 
;!"ONE? 
;NO, DO IT AGAIN 
;CHECK FOR \'.fAIT 
;SKIP IF \·IAIT 
; NO HA IT RETURt,! 
;SET FLAG 
;SET CLOCK 





tlO 2: 2 
T2: n 
~-1SK1: 3 7 
. , 
. , 
;RTC !!ANDLER FOR OELAY COUNT NEEDED nl 




















































• - ?. 
@TRFT 
;SAVE AC3 
; CHECK IF DOt'E 
; SKIP IF NOT 
;RETURtJ, NO HAlT 
; Btn·, P FLAG 















;TEKMS - OUTPUTS MESS ON TEK SCREEN 






















;tlESS - TAKES BYTE OATA IN BLOCKS AND OI!TPIITS 







































; SAVE RFTUR~l 
;GET BYTE ADDS 
;STORE FOR OUTPUT P.OUTit~ E 
; GET r1ESS COlnlT 
;OUTPUT BYTE 
;OECREMENT BYTE COUNT 
; WlR E r~ ESSAGE 
;FI!IIS 
- GETS PROPER RYTE FtHH1 DATA BLOCK 
2, 0, 3 ; GET BYTE PCl I ~I TE R 
0,3 ; BIIrlP POI NTER 














o, n, 2 









;TEST FOR S\'/AP 
; S\·!A P 
;MASK OUT \'JRONG HALF 











; yEs I ~·!A I T 




;OUTT - TAt:ES BYTE IN ACl ANn 









; I tl - RR I ~IGS CHfiRI\CTERS I tJ FRCm TTY 













; IS M!YTIII NG TIIEr.E 
;NO, \IAIT 
;YES, GET IT 
84 
Jt-1P .-1 
DOAS 1, TTO 
JMP 0,3 ;RETURN 
. , 
. 
' ; CONVERT A tllJr111F.R In BINARY TO BCD 
; MID OUTPUT IT m' TEKTRO~!I X TEmH NAL 
; !~!PUT: M! Ut'SIGNED BINARY NUt·1BER Hl ACl 
; CALLING SEQt J E~ ! CE: 
; JSR .BRO~ 
; RF.TUR~! 
; UNCJ-tANnEn: ArO, 
; DESTROYED: AC3, 






LOA 0, tlCT 
STA 0, nlCT 
.ER!l8: sun o,n 
IDA 3, ~ .TE 
I SZ . TE 
SUBZ 3,l,SZC 




JSR Ol tTCT 
DSZ TNCT 
d~lP .ERI1R 
l.f'A n,. EfHH) 
tnA l,.EROl 
U\t\ 2,. ER02 
ACl, AC2 
MH'I CARRY 
; SAVE RETURN 
; SAVE AC2 
; SAVE ACl 
; Af'DRESS OF POWER OF TEN TARLE 
; STORE IN Tf:t.1P RUFFER 
; GET ASCII CODE FflR NUI-1ERALS 
; GET ~lO. OF CHAI"U\CTERS 
; STORE I~~ TFJ1P COLJtiTER 
; CLEAR ACO FOR RESULT 
; GET CURREt!T P()\ /ER OF TO' 
; Bllr1P PO INTER 
; DOES PO\'IER OF TEtl GO It!? 
; YES, BW1P RESl!L T 
; NO, RESTORE RFSULT 
; LOOP TILL DOESrJ'T 
; FORt1 ASCI I CHARACTER 
; OlJTPIJT ~!W~ ERAL 
; SKIP IF F I f!J SHEO 
; tto 
; RESTORE 







Jr1P @.EB03 . RETUR~I , 
.EROO: 0 . SAVE ACO , 
.EB01: 0 
.EB02: 0 . SAVE AC2 , 
.EB03: 0 . SAVE RETURN , 
.ROX 10 
.F.BOS: 100000 . 10••5 , 
10000 . 10•*4 , 
1000 . 10**3 , 
100 . 10**2 , 
10 . 10*•1 , 






.EB30: .EBOS • AnnRESS OF PflHER OF TEN TARLE ,
• ENO 
;?.']?354 
